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In this all-crochet addition to the One-Skein Wonders®
series, Edie Eckman and Judith Durant offer 101 exciting
crochet projects — including jewelry, scarves, bags, hats,
dresses, and home decor items — that each use just one
skein of yarn. With projects organized by yarn type and
weight, you’ll be crocheting lacy shrugs for the
springtime and heavy-duty beanies for the snowy winter
months. Whatever your experience level, you’re sure to
find a delightfully portable project that suits your
individual style.
Want to try your hand at making gorgeous homemade
goodies? Then unleash the crafter within you with this
collection of all-new crochet projects! With simple stepby-steps, these quick makes ensure fast results.
Knitting is a relatively simple process requiring a minimal
set of tools – two needles and a ball of yarn. Its basic
structure of interlocking loops couldn't be less
complicated. Yet the possibilities for design and pattern
innovation seem endless. Now is a great time to learn to
knit. Never before have you had so many lovely and
imaginative yarns from which to choose and so many
stylish and sophisticated patterns to work with. Sure,
grandmothers knit, but so do movie stars, football
players, doctors, and lawyers. They know what our
grandmothers do: Knitting does more than just provide
you with warm and cozy things to wear. Knitting also
Stirs your creativity Gives you an ongoing sense of
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purpose Teaches patience Soothes the soul from the
stresses of everyday life Practice and perfect your
knitting skills with Knitting For Dummies. This friendly,
hands-on guide will lead you through the following topics
and more: Mastering the four elemental moves of knitting
Deciphering knitting patterns Fixing common knitting
mistakes Getting started with simple projects Expanding
your horizons with stripes and details Relaxing stiff
shoulders and fingers Every chapter explaining a specific
knitting technique includes a Knitting Notebook of
sample patterns to show you some of the different ways
it can be used and a section of Practice Projects that
gives step-by-step instructions for simple and attractive
knitted accessories nearly al of which are features on the
pages of the color insert. Most projects end with a list of
project variations – ways to expand on your
understanding of how to craft and design projects on
your own.
The secret to knitting great-fitting hats and shaping
elegant sleeves lies in using the right increase or
decrease techniques. Approachable and insightful,
Judith Durant provides clear instructions and step-bystep photographs that showcase swatches for each
technique. From working shaped lace to adjusting
necklines, you’ll soon have a go-to strategy for
successfully tackling knitting challenges of all shapes
and sizes.
Create gorgeous sweaters, bags, afghans, and toys just
by knitting the simplest of shapes—a square! No one
forgets the sweet victory of completing their first knitted
block, but most of us quickly move on to more complex
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constructions, only making swatches for guage. In this
comprehensive volume, celebrated designer and
innovator Nicky Epstein reimagines the humble block
with 150 new patterns and masterfully demonstrates how
to mix, match, and easily combine them into stunning
one-of-a-kind garments and accessories. Inside you will
find: 150 original block patterns, from simple textures to
embossed pictorials, intricate lace to cables, colorwork,
double knit, and more, all with Nicky’s signature wit,
verve, and style. More than ten exclusive project designs
that will make you say “I can’t believe that is made out
of blocks!” Detailed guidance for creating exciting pieces
out of block knitting, without using increases or
decreases. Exclusive cut-and-paste project design
pages. Simply cut out the printed blocks and arrange
them to help create your own masterpieces. Blocks are
quick to knit, portable pieces perfect for group and
charity projects, and now not limited to just afghans!
Knitting Block by Block gives you the tools to unlock a
world of creative possibilities and confidently build your
own design “blockbusters,” one block at a time.
This irresistible collection offers 101 original knitting
projects for babies and toddlers — each using just a
single skein of yarn! From mittens and hats to tees,
sweaters, hoodies, pants, dresses, socks, and bootees,
you’ll find the perfect wearable for every child and every
occasion. You’ll also discover beautiful bibs, blankets,
and sleep sacks, plus adorable stuffed toys, blanket
buddies, and more. These beautiful projects were
contributed by designers and crafters around the world,
and each comes with complete step-by-step instructions
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and a photograph of the finished piece.
Turn a cherished skein of yarn into a unique crocheted
accessory! Have you fallen in love with a single skein of
yarn, but struggle to find just the right pattern for it? One
Skein Crochet has just what you're looking for! Packed
with stash-busting know-how, Ellen Gormley is sharing
more than just patterns in this inspiring resource. Inside
you'll find: • Information on how to pair single skeins of
yarn with the perfect crochet project. • How-to on
anticipating when a skein of yarn will end so you always
have enough to finish what you're stitching. • Lessons on
designing your own stunning one-skein projects. • Plus,
15 inspiring accessories that only take a single skein!
You'll never wonder what to make with a skein of yarn
again with One Skein Crochet!
Sock yarn isn’t just for socks anymore! Veteran knitter
Judith Durant presents 101 original projects that can be
created from just a single skein of sock yarn, including
adorable baby clothes, warm hats, beautiful scarves, and
even a dog sweater. A quick and creative way to use up
leftovers, many of these projects knit up in less than
three hours. Adapted from designs contributed by yarn
shops and crafters from throughout North America,
knitters of all types will delight in these fun and stylish
creations.
Move beyond granny squares and get ready for
crocheted circles, triangles, hexagons, and stars. Edie
Eckman opens up the door to crocheting creativity with
more than 140 motifs of every shape and size. Embellish
your clothing, linens, housewares, and bags with colorful
patterns as you put odd yarn leftovers to good use. StepPage 4/15
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by-step instructions and color photographs provide the
building blocks to limitless possibilities.
The author of AlterKnits Felt shows knitters how to turn a
little yarn into fun projects and gifts—including baby
clothes, bags, and household items. “Two needles and
one (or one more) skein of yarn—the possibilities never
cease to amaze me,” writes Leigh Radford in the
introduction to her new book. Radford’s fascination with
the creative potential of these raw materials is evident
throughout One More Skein, where she melds the
alternative approach to knitting and felting she
introduced in AlterKnits and AlterKnits Felt with the
magic she worked with a single skein of yarn in the
bestselling One Skein. One More Skein features 30
diverse projects that can be completed with one or two
average-sized skeins of yarn or multiple bits of leftover
yarn. Projects include an earflap hat sized for the whole
family; fingerless mitts; sweaters, britches, and capelets
for baby; hemp jewelry embellished with jump ring
“beads”; a felted, pleated sleeve to dress up a vase; and
a multicolored blanket worked from assorted stash yarn.
All of them are quick and relatively easy to make, without
sacrificing beauty or ingenuity.
Custom-fit for comfort, custom-designed to suit personal
taste, and stylish and satisfyingly DIY? Shoemaking
checks all the boxes! Making shoes is a surprisingly
accessible and increasingly popular craft, and with this
photo-rich guide, even a beginner can make a
comfortable pair of sandals in the course of a day with
just a few simple tools and materials. From setting up a
workshop and refining a design to making uppers,
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attaching soles, and adding finishing touches like
buckles or studs, The Sandalmaking Workshop takes
readers step by step through the process of creating
modern leather sandals that are stylish and comfortable.
The book includes traceable patterns for 14 of author
Rachel Corry’s original sandal designs—both open- and
closed-toe styles, including mules and slides—and covers
a range of techniques so readers can build their skills
and stretch the creative possibilities with each new pair
they make. This publication conforms to the EPUB
Accessibility specification at WCAG 2.0 Level AA.
These knitted and crocheted fashion accessories and
decorative accents for the home vary in their required
levels of skill, but all can be completed quickly and
require only one skein of yarn. The stitch patterns and
clear instructions make it easy for even procrastinators
and the less-than-diligent to create a ruffled cravat, a
drawstring bag, a tank top, cozy scarves, arm and leg
warmers, lace wristlets, fingerless gloves, a mohair
pillow, and even a sweater for a baby. Several projects
do not require any new yarn at allâ€"instead projects
such as the Felted Striped Tote or the Labyrinth Circle
Rug are designed using up a skein's worth of leftovers
from other projects. A guide to terms and techniques, a
resource directory, and a bibliography are also included.
A popular instructor and designer outlines a variety of
imaginative projects that use yarn odds and ends,
explaining how to use specific yarn weights and
techniques ranging from lace and cables to colorblocking
and fair-isle to make creative wearables for every
member of the family. By the author of Mastering Color
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Knitting. Original.
A beautiful border adds the perfect finishing touch to
your hand-stitched pieces. A knitted scarf, a crocheted
baby blanket, even a store-bought tank top --- they're all
elevated by the texture and color of crocheted edgings.
Complete with detailed instructions for executing the
90-degree corner turns, Edie Eckman's 150 border
designs add pop and whimsy to everything they
embellish. "An irresistible book of cute crocheted
borders...expands the options for adding a little flair to
knit, crocheted, and even sewn projects."---Debbie
Stoller author of the Stitch `n Bitch books
The author guides the novice and the experienced
knitters in short-cuts and construction tricks and offers
twenty original designs
Presents 101 crochet motifs along with techniques for
arranging and joining them together in a variety of
patterns.
Looking for a quick crochet fix? Crochet in a Day has 42 sureto-please patterns that can all be started and finished in a day
or less. From wearables like cowls, hats, slippers, and even a
poncho, to home items like place mats, dish cloths, and
baskets, every item will crochet up fast!
Irresistible! This collection of 101 projects makes it easy and
fun to crochet adorable clothes, toys, and accessories for the
babies and toddlers you love. Each project uses just one
skein of yarn, many take just a few hours to complete, and
plenty are suitable for beginners. Hats and caps, bootees and
socks, mitts, dresses, tops and bottoms — plus blankets, bibs,
soft toys, bottle cozies, diaper bags, and more — there’s
something here for every baby! These original patterns were
contributed by 54 designers around the world, and each one
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comes with complete instructions, charts, schematics, and
beautiful photographs.
22 handsome projects for every level of commitment.
A little luxury goes a long way! Discover the treasures you
can knit from single skeins of the expensive yarns you dream
about. More than 100 patterns include elegant wraps and
scarves, cuddly baby blankets, evening bags, and dozens of
other projects destined to become cherished heirlooms.
Indulge yourself with a small sampling of creamy cashmere,
lustrous alpaca, seductive silk, exotic soy, or organic linen.
The softest fibers make the greatest treasures, even in small
doses.
Twenty-five lovely designs offer a modern take on classic
infant knitwear. Patterns for intermediate to advanced knitters
include sweaters, hats, a blanket, a dress, a vest, and more,
rendered in cables, lace, and color work.
Features easy-to-follow patterns and imaginative projects so
you'll never be stuck for ideas for what to knit for your, or
someone else's baby. Create beautiful mementos that will be
treasured forever, such as a Special Baby Gift Bib or a
Christening Blanket.
Crocheters will satisfy their hunger for unique small projects
with former Crochet Today editor Brett Bara's Clever
Crocheted Accessories. Brett collected 25 delightful, practical
pieces that make perfect gifts--though you may be tempted to
keep them all to yourself! The ideal curator, Brett shares a
first-rate lineup of projects. Whether you are a beginner or
experienced crocheter, there is something for everyone: hats
and caps, including a cloche, porkpie hat, and tam; scarves,
shawls, and cowls, from chunky to drapey to snug; eyecatching mittens and arm warmers; delicate lace socks and
cozy man-slippers; flirty bags; and sparkly jewelry. Each
piece is designed with standout details so that even the
simplest pattern has that "wow" factor by showcasing lustPage 8/15
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worthy yarn, an unexpected technique, or a fun
embellishment. Techniques you'll discover include Tunisian
crochet, broomstick lace, and Bruges lace. The all-star roster
of designers includes Robyn Chachula, Doris Chan, Mari
Lynn Patrick, Regina Gonzalez, Drew Emborsky, Linda
Permann, Kristin Omdahl, Ellen Gormley, Cal Patch, Pamela
Wynne, Linda Cyr, and Vickie Howell.
If you’re like most knitters, you have lonely skeins of yarn in
your closet — casualties of projects discarded mid-row or
leftovers from long-completed pieces. Offering 101 charming
designs that use just a single skein of yarn, Judith Durant
shows you how to turn these extra bits of fiber into stylish
hats, mittens, scarves, and tea cozies. Covering a wide range
of tastes and styles, this collection will inspire you to dig out
your orphan yarn and get stitching.
Discover the relaxing craft of crochet! Creative and calming,
crafting is the perfect way to destress! In Crochet to Calm
you'll learn how the repetitive motion of this popular craft can
not only clear your mind but also result in beautiful projects
you'll be proud to show off! Best yet? All you need is a hook
and a bit of yarn to get started! From home accent projects
such as the Zinia Pillow, Meditative Mandala coaster, and the
Papillon Pouf to cozy wearables like the Pinecone Infinity
Scarf, Slouchy Slipper Boots, or Peachy Arm Warmers, you'll
find 18 fun, easy projects that can be completed in almost no
time at all! And with easy-to-follow photography and clear
illustrations, you'll be inspired to try every last one. Featuring
a foreword by Mandy O'Sullivan, founder of CraftasTherapy,
Crochet to Calm will take your stress away, one stitch at a
time.
Provides knitting instructions for teens, including diagrammed
instructions, solutions for common problems, and ideas for
starting a knitting club.
Portable • Essential Techniques • Troubleshooting • TimePage 9/15
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Saving Tips Solutions to common crochet quandaries are at
your fingertips—anywhere you go Crochet VISUAL™ Quick
Tips has the answers you need—fast. With detailed color
photos and concise instructions, plus time-saving tips, it
covers: Selecting tools and yarn Working basic stitches
Increasing and decreasing Working in rounds and colors
Making puffs, bobbles, clusters, and knots Working Tunisian
crochet, filet crochet, and lace Crocheting with beads
Finishing Interpreting patterns Diagnosing problems and
fixing mistakes
Give your knitting a touch of sparkle! Judith Durant shows you
how to add beads to any knitting pattern using five easy-tolearn techniques. It’s simple, fun, and can be done right on
your knitting needles. With step-by-step instructions for each
technique, as well as 16 original patterns, you’ll be turning
simple bags and wearables into stunning special-occasion
creations in no time. From eye-catching knit caps to
surprisingly intricate socks, you’ll be inspired to explore the
endless possibilities of beaded knitting.
Provides instructions and patterns to create a variety of
crocheted hats, scarves, cowls, bags, throws, and
accessories.
• Inspired original designs for baby boys and girls, multiply
sized for newborns to 12 months • Includes 10 top-selling
designs from Kristi Simpson's incredibly successful
downloadable crochet pattern business, RAKJpatterns.com,
as well as 25 new designs exclusive to this collection •
Patterns include delightful hats, baby shoes and socks,
headbands, skirts and pants, sweaters and vests, as well as
blankets, bibs, and crocheted toys • Designs for crocheted
photography props appropriate for baby portraits, like the
Chevron Hat and Diaper Cover Set, Peapod Hooded Cocoon,
and the Mossy Baby Pod • Patterns include detail shots and
how-to photographs where appropriate, as well as photos of
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the finished garment • Also includes a tutorial section
covering stitches used throughout the book, complete with
step-by-step how-to photographs
Create your own magic with this Harry Potter crochet book!
Create your own magic and conjure up these adorable figures
of “the boy who lived” and his friends. This book gives stepby-step directions to make Harry Potter, Dobby, and twelve
more magical amigurumi models, and the full-color photos will
ensure your projects turn out completely enchanting.
It’s the essential guide for chicks with sticks—because knit
happens. From the tools of the trade to the knitty-gritty of
techniques and patterns, all with easy-to-follow step-by-step
illustrated techniques. Stockinette stitch, rib stitch, seed stitch.
Increasing and decreasing. All the bells and whistles: fringes,
tassels, cables, intarsia, crab stitch, and Fair Isle. Plus the
stitch doctor’s own special bag of tricks and how to hook up
with other knitters. After the how-tos come the why-to: forty
hop, stylish patterns, as good for beginners as they are for
purely pros. Featuring: Coney Island fireworks scarf Punk
rock backpack Crickets technicolor techno-cozies Pippi kneestockings Big bad baby blanket To-dye-for sweater Princess
Snowball cat bed Queen of Hearts bikini

Make the most adorable baby hats, blankets &
clothes with these easy crochet patterns (even if
you're a complete beginner) Imagine having a full list
of 41 crochet patterns for adorable baby hats,
blankets and clothing, that you can make whenever
you want (even if you're an absolute beginner) What
if you could quickly and easily make beautiful
clothes, blankets, and hats for your own baby or to
give as a gift? Multi-time best selling arts & crafts
author and influencer, Kitty Moore, presents the
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most popular and best selling beginner-level crochet
book on Amazon, specifically targeted to making
baby hats, blankets, and clothing. It is so popular
now that millions of Kitty's fans are making their own
crochet items and sharing it all over the internet - on
Instagram, Facebook & Pinterest If you want to learn
how to make the most adorable crochet items for
babies... If you are looking to learn how to crochet or
put your existing skills to great use... Or if the idea of
receiving a full list of ready-to-go crafts appeals to
you... THEN THIS BOOK IS FOR YOU This is the
2nd edition of my book and after months of feedback
and editing, my team and I have produced the best
collection on Amazon of baby crochet items for
beginners In this book, you will get: Images included
with every craft, so you can learn faster and see the
finished products before beginning. A massive list of
crafts, broken down into different categories;
blankets, hats, clothing, etc. Comprehensive step-bystep instructions for each craft, so that anyone can
follow along (even absolute beginners). Kitty's
personal email address for unlimited customer
support if you have any questions. And much, much
more... Well, what are you waiting for? Grab your
copy today by clicking the BUY NOW button at the
top of the page
Attention all knitters! 150 Scandinavian Motifs is an
inspirational collection of favorite motifs found in the
traditional knitting of Norway, Sweden, Denmark,
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Iceland, and the Faeroe Islands. Included in this
collection are colorful designs for: • Stars • Hearts •
Flowers • Birds & animals • Geometric patterns •
And, more! Each motif is shown as a hand-knitted
swatch, illustrated with clear life-sized photographs,
and accompanied by easy-to-read color charts and
reverse colorway suggestions. With clear details on
reading color charts and a full review of techniques
for two-color knitting, this book also gives advice on
incorporating Scandinavian motifs into a variety of
different projects, allowing you to create unique
designs. It also includes guidance on choosing
yarns, use of color, and finishing techniques to help
you hone your knitting skills and create stylish
projects!
Keep your little one looking adorable and feeling
comfortable with Cute and Easy Crocheted Baby
Clothes. Using only the softest yarns, crochet expert
Nicki Trench has created this striking collection of
jackets, dresses, booties, hats and more that make
the perfect gift for newborns and toddlers. Crochet
Know-how covers all the techniques you will need
and is a great resource for more confident
crocheters to brush up on a stitch. In Sweaters and
Cardigans you will find clothes to keep little ones
warm and cozy, such as the Breton-style sweater for
a boy or the cardigan with embroidered daisies for a
girl. Outdoor Accessories has hats and blankets that
are perfect for outdoor excursions, while Jackets and
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Booties has slippers, ponchos and more in a range
of soft pastel colors. Finally, there’s Toys,
Accessories and Room Decorations, filled with fun
items including an adorable mobile with crocheted
animals and blocks with a bell to stimulate your
baby’s mind. With 35 cute and easy projects in total,
there’s more than enough to keep even the keenest
crochet hook busy.
Presents one hundred lace knitting projects,
providing instructions for making such items as hats,
scarves, shawls, stoles, socks, gloves, and cuffs.
“Taps into the expertise of knitting designers across
the country to present an all-new compendium of
101 enchanting projects” (Paper Clips Magazine).
For every lonely skein there is a perfect small
pattern. In this compilation by Judith Durant,
knitwear designers from across the United States
offer their favorite little projects—each designed to
use just one ball of yarn. Hats, scarves, bags,
shawls, mittens, pillows, and other One-Skein
Wonders® make fun and portable weekend projects.
All 101 designs are pictured in a full-color project
gallery, while clear instructions make it easy for
knitters of every skill level to tie up some loose ends.
“If she loves to knit, but she’s too busy, then 101
Designer One-Skein Wonders is the book for her.
Scarves, hats, necklaces, belts, purses, even
wristlets—this design book edited by Judith Durant
has them all. And all designs can be knit with a
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single skein of yarn.” —The Star-Ledger “With
knitters clamoring for more of the imaginative
patterns Durant introduced in One-Skein Wonders:
101 Yarn Shop Favorites, the author has tapped into
a wide circle of knitwear designers to compile a
totally fresh, fabulous, fun collection of more oneskein projects.” —The Eagle Press
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